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Watertown Arsenal Laboratory
Memorandium Report WAL 630/7-2 --

Problem Number E-3-4I 1 Octo~ber 19~44

MWSIL3 STRUS-SMTAIN CURVES OP A 70-30 BBASS.

ABSM&CT

T'enS~le stress-strain curves of alpha brass specimiens of
several grain sizes were determined. A sim~1e relation between
yield strength and grain siz, such as the one suggested between
hardness and grain size lby 1$~oc,1 and GoiiSh for iron, Was not found.
Wood and Gough suggestad. thrt the hardness varied. linearly with
the reciprocal of the sq~ix3 _--f 4.0-o ftvorge grain dip-moter, The
stress-strain curves show!e± t,' o :oagionc in vhich the nature of the
plastic flow was different, ~t,-ztIag that the initial yielding
of even alpha braes is simIlar to that which occurs in mild steel*
The results froam these appecimer~s indicate that, the logarithm of
the stress is a linear function oZ the logarithm of the strain (rI-t
least from str&is of .06 to tbr strain to fracture). The slope of
these logarithmic stress-strain cu~rves vas found. to decrease with
increasing yield strength (decretasine grrin size). Zia stress re-
quired. for fracture appeared to be relntive~,mnaff ected by grain
size, except vhon the size of the grain bccr'.me vary large. Tor
the very ltarge grain-sit specimens, the deformation was very
irregular and the fracture strengths were comparatively low,severa_ _rl sizs er _etmne._ sipl reato 5ewe 9 .
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I YAODUCTIO 1-1

The necessity for Ordnance designers and engineers to under- I
6tnld the plastic behavior of metals M.s been emphasized in
numerous reports from this Laboratory, In order to implement 0
this understanding several studios', 2 of the stress-strain
rolations during plastic deformation have been made on steels hav-
ing various metallurgical structures. The interpretation of such
studios is complicated by the immense number of microstructwral-
variables which are possible with steel. An important structural -------
variable in steels is grain size, and it was desired to study its 0
effect on the plastic properties. However, with otools, such a
study is complicated by the nature of the structuros which occur. • )
The structures of stool found at room temperature generally con-
cist of two pha.es and -,xe the result of transformation from the
single phase, austenite. Just what grain size is important to the -
mechanical propertiou is difficult to determine, particularly
since changes in austenitic grain size aff'ect changes in the struc.-
turo8 formed upon its transformation. A fundamental study of the
effect of the variablo grain size should logically begin with a
metal or alloy consisting of a single p.aao whnich does not undergo
transformation when solid. I,. order for such studios to be of
direct importance to Ord.r.zo, b0--0 brass was chosen, since it
has many Ordnance applicDti~a•. Distribution

A v I a b i t C o d ..UNANNOUNCED Dist i anid/or"r s t i Special

U"RA A=D PROOMMZI

A brass containing 69.46 per cant OPM copper, and the re-
maindor zinc, was ebtained in the annealed condition, with an
avergoe grain size of .015 mm. in the form of half-inch diameter __

bar stock. Certain preliminary anncaling er=erimcnts were
performed in order to determine the annealing temperatures
which would produce a rnago of grain sizo, and, on the basis of
theose experiments, the annoalit- tompor.-tures listed in
Table I were chosen. The rcsultlng grain sizes determined
by motallographic ox-mination And com•rison with the AS"4 standpxds,
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are also listed in this table.

After the annealing treatments, standard .351-inch diameter tou- .
silo specimens having a 2-inch uniform gsugo length were machined
from bar stock recoivin f a21jtoatments. The specimono wore then
pulled in tension at a strain o¶ approximately 10 soc. The load
and elongation were measured up to approxtimately a strain of .008,
the elongation being measured. with an Olson extensomotor. The gauge
was then removed and replaced with a special dinmeter gauge. The
dimeter and load were then measured. simultaneously to fracture.
These measurements were made with the opperatus nnd by the technique
described in a previous report 3 .

MICSUY2:- JXA1 DISCM S~ION,

An has been pointet'. ant. :any times (at least Indirectly), the _S

yield strength and the tonsilo strength of single-phase alloys in-
crease with decreasing grain size. In PIgure 1, the initial por-
tions of the stresn.-strain curves as obtained with load-elontion
measurements are plotted for the specimens of different grain sizesP.
The yield strength (stress at a given strain or strain o!ff4t0 in-
creases with decruesing grain size. Sevoral invectigators ' have - S
shown that tLa hardness of single-phase alloys varies diroctl4 YO-th
the reciproca of the square of the average grain diameter. In
igi•ro 2, taken from the paper of Gouh2, the hardness of iron is

"" plotted as a function of this parameter. No 3implo rolation nf
this type was fcund between the yield strength and the grain size
for those spocimens over grain-size range investigLted.

The curves of Tigure 1, as well as the data found in the stand-
ard compilations of mechanical properties of couercial single-phase
alloys indicate that the stress-strain curves during the initial
yielding rise only very slowly even though it ma well-)cnown that

*Througout this report, by stress is meant the lo.d
divided by thf instantaneous area r-nd by sturan i•
ment the In - or ln :! (for lcrzo strpins• whore 1 o

10 AL
and A0 are the initial iongth ant n-r• of the specimen
and 1 and A are the intrnt-tnoo= la-gth and "Zoa.



these materials are extremely worI-hardenable. Wilkins and Bunn6
for example, in their recently published compilation of data for
the coppers and brasses indicate that the yield strengths of cop-
per and alpha brass in the annealed condition, as measured at dif-
ferent small strains, arc very nearly the same. The significance
of this behavior during the initial plastic flow has, however, not
been discissed.

This anomalous behavior can be vividly illustrated by the
stress-&train curves over the whole range of plastic deformation
from yield to fracture. In Figuro 3, such a curve is presented for
the brass having the largest grain size*. 7his initial slowly ris-
ing portion of the stress-strain curve follond by a second more
shaiply rising portion suggests that the nature of the initial yield-
ing of copper and brass is similar to that of mild 3tel**. That is
to say, that an initial inhomogencous deformation is induced by the
difference in properties of the strain boundaries ond the grains them-
salvos. That the deformation does not occur completcly by the fo.rina-
tion of local inhomogonoous flow is evidenced by the fact that the
initial yielding is not sh=xply dbfined, r.s in the case of steel. It
is, however, most significant that thhoero c two regions of plastic
deformation qf fundamentally different chrx-tc-eristics. Recent • -

SZnglish worki has domon•trated that this ir-'2oogoneous type of yield- -__"

ing occurs in metals other then steel.

In a previous report2, it -.ms shoun that during plastic deforma-
tion and over a rather wide s :. of strains, the stress varied as a
linear function of the stra.in r'aised to a fractional power. Jor steals,
"this power relation does not eted to fracture. From the data for
copper and brass obtained in. tests performed in this Laboratory, it
appears that this power relation'** between stress and strain is valid

*Similar curves were obtained for all of the brass speci-
mons tested. Piguro 3 is typical. A-

"**it is not correct to imply that only mild stool exhibits
this inhamogeneity of yielding (Piobort effect). Steels
containing higher carbon contents and structures other
than proeutectoid forrite and pearlito also exhibit this
phenomenon.

***This relation differs from that presented for cold-
+" deformed brass and copper by XncGrogor.

* • • • • • • __ o_-o _ __
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at least from strains of about .06 to fracture. !herefore, when
plotted on logarithmic paper, the stress-strain curves are linear.
The slope of such curves (the fractional power) has been tormod the
strain-hardening exponent, To illustrate this relation between stress
and strain, the data for the brsstes of various grain sizes are
plotted on logarithmic paper in Figure 4. Because the grain size of
the two specimens annealod at "he highest temperatures were large
(Table I), the deformation of specimens was very irrbgular, and the
stress-strain curves Pro somewhat erratic, This method of present-
ing the relation between strese and strain empbasizes the difference
in behavior during the two regions of plastic flow. From a strain of
about .002 to a strain of nbout .06, the logarithm of the stress is
essentially a linear function of the logarithm of the strain, but
the slope is very small (.01); from a strain of about .06 to fracture,
the lognrithmic stress-strain curves arc also linear, with a slope of
approximately .5- Thus, the strain-.hrdening exponent during the ..
lator stages of plastic flow is about 50 times the vnlue during the •1
initial yielding. Yor stools, the strain-bardoning exponent nppears
to vei7 with the yield strength of the mntorinl, The r elation between -
the slope o the logarithmic stress-strain curves and the yield strength *.
of brass (varied by changing the gain size) is plotted in Figure 6. .
As indicated in Table II, the. reduction of area is nlmost independent

grain size,, until the size becomes very large. The stress required
,or fracture -q.aars to decronse with increasing size, but with the
GrW-test--X ge -n'eurr'ng with P. chrmq from a grain size of .035 mm, __
to a size of .1•*!.

John . Hollomon
Captain, Ordnance Department
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TAM I

A2=IAING T24P!R.M41MS AMD GRAIN SIZE 0W BRASS

Annealing Grain
Specimen Temperature Size
Number (0c.) .. s.

1 As Rec'Id. .015

2 505 .02

3 515 .025

4 575 .035

5 6so .12

6- goo .20

A

*1
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TABLE II

PR0PERTIMS Or IUSS SPECIM~Sj

- DiameteFFj!1l Reduc-
of Strength I Ton-. Frac- Strain tion

pool- Aver~age (Strziin Bile j ture to~ ofI
pmen Grain of ,.005,. St---ength Strength frac- Area*
umb.er (Mis.) *, C ",.s...1.(1000 p2.s.i..' (I0• M .. s.i.) ture-."=L ....

1. .015 2:514.9 150.7 -1~40 75.3

I-"

2 X020 22.5 52.). 1141.1 -135 741.5

-1

3 .025 20.8 51.7 138.0 .138 714.7

I1

14 .035 17.2 4.7395143 5~

5 .12 13.0 4 "65.3 120.1 .128 72.7

. 1.

- .0.*- - i7. - -7. 19- .- g w5.9
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HANNESS NUMBERS, KG. PER SO. MW.

FIGURE 2

RELATION BETWEEN GRAIN SIZE AND HARDNESS
FOR STEEL. (AFTER GOUGH)
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FI GURE 3
TYPICAL STRESS STRAIN CURVE OF BRASS (SPECIMEN NUMBER 6) __ _
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FIGURE 5

VARtATION OF STRAIN HAJ()ENING EXPONENT
WITH YIELD STRENTH
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